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The design and operation of a single-electron transistor-controlled memory cell with gain provided
by an integrated metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor is described. The field-effect
transistor has a split gate, the central section of which is addressed by the single-electron transistor.
This design effectively reduces the size of the cell’s memory node such that the memory states are
represented by a difference of only a few hundred electrons, while obtaining output currents in the
microamp range. The hysteresis loop in the field-effect transistor current shows clear step
discontinuities which arise from Coulomb oscillations in the single-electron transistor’s
drain-to-source current. The cell operates with write times as short as 10 ns and voltages of less than
5 V at 4.2 K, and operation persists to 45 K. The cell design is compact and the memory is
fabricated in silicon-on-insulator material by processes that are compatible with current silicon
fabrication methods. © 2000 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-8979~00!00912-9#I. INTRODUCTION
The progressive miniaturization of classical silicon dy-
namic random-access memory ~DRAM! cells is ultimately
limited by the need for the stored charge on the memory
node capacitor to provide an output current above the noise
margin during the cell’s ‘‘read’’ cycle. The reduction of de-
vice dimensions requires the reduction of stored electron
number, and for this purpose it is necessary to develop an
alternative memory cell design with gain as well as scalabil-
ity. The Coulomb blockade principle has the potential to pro-
vide suitable carrier control down to the single-electron limit,
and Coulomb blockade devices imply small device dimen-
sions, making such devices inherently suitable for high-
density integration. However, a SET typically has subunity
gain, and for practical purposes it is necessary to develop an
integrated high-gain cell for the sense architecture. Perfor-
mance levels must be at least comparable with classical de-
vices, and compatibility with well-established fabrication
procedures is imperative. Several silicon-based memory cells
utilizing single-electron charging effects have been
reported.1–4 The device of Yano et al.1 uses a gate electrode
to induce charge onto isolated grains in a granular silicon
thin film, thus modifying the current along a percolation
pathway through the film. Tiwari et al.2 employ a control
gate to induce tunneling from the channel of a field-effect
transistor onto nanocrystalline islands in the gate oxide,
while Nakajima et al.3 use similar principles, having instead
a lithographically defined island as the floating gate. In all
cases, room-temperature, long-retention-time operation was
achieved, but as a consequence of high tunnel resistances,
the write and/or erase times in each case are long, making the
devices potentially more suitable for flash memory rather
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dition, the latter two devices operate by using carrier tunnel-
ing through the gate oxide of the field-effect transistor, lead-
ing to degradation of the oxide and to reduced durability. A
high-speed crystalline silicon nanowire-based memory has
been reported by Stone and Ahmed,4 using single-electron
transistor sensing, but this has low gain. A similar cell incor-
porating a metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor
~MOSFET! as a gain element was subsequently demon-
strated by Durrani et al.5 However in that device the memory
states were represented by a difference of ;106 electrons
and the full advantages of the SET were not realized.
In this work, we investigate the operation of a silicon-
based, single-electron-transistor-controlled memory cell with
10 ns write/erase time and high gain. The memory cell uses
a highly doped crystalline silicon nanowire integrated with a
MOSFET. A split gate on the MOSFET minimizes the
memory node size, enabling operation with memory states
defined by a difference of a few hundred electrons on the
memory node. The cell may be operated at voltages of less
than 5 V. Hysteresis in the MOSFET current confirms
memory operation and steps observed in this current are at-
tributed to Coulomb oscillations in the single-electron tran-
sistor. The memory operation persists to 45 K.
II. CELL DESIGN AND FABRICATION
We describe the operating principle of a silicon-on-
insulator ~SOI! memory cell of the type described
previously5 with reference to the schematic drawing in Fig.
1~a!. The device consists of a silicon nanowire single-
electron transistor6 integrated with a MOSFET, the latter
having its channel immediately below the buried oxide layer.
The memory node acts both as an electrode of the SET
nanowire and as the central gate of the MOSFET, and is thus
capacitively coupled to the MOSFET channel. In this way,4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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word line at one end and/or the MOSFET at the other end,
and charge can flow onto the memory node only via the SET
nanowire. Under Coulomb blockade conditions, an idealized
nanowire has a zero-current gap of width 2Vc centered at
zero voltage across the SET (VSET50). Thus the potential
drop across the nanowire may be maintained at a stable value
between 2Vc and 1Vc . The precise value of this potential
difference depends on the cell’s biasing history. If at any
time the voltage at the word line and/or the MOSFET is
changed such that the nanowire is biased outside the Cou-
lomb gap, charge will flow to the memory node until the
blockade condition is restored. The steady-state memory-
node potential will then differ from the word-line potential
by 6Vc , and the sign of this difference will depend on the
polarity of the change applied to the word-line voltage and/or
MOSFET. Hence for a given biasing condition there are two
memory states corresponding to the two states of memory-
node potential. These states may be detected as different lev-
els of drain–source current in the MOSFET. Figure 1~b!
shows how the memory-node size, and therefore the stored
charge, may be reduced for a given drain–source separation
by the use of a split MOSFET gate. The outer-gate electrodes
are used to ensure that the MOSFET channel is extended in
the regions between the memory node or central gate and
the drain and source implants. During cell operation, the
MOSFET conductance is controlled by the gating effect of
the memory node. The separation between outer gates and
the memory node must be sufficiently small to ensure ad-
equate continuity of the channel from drain to source. The
FIG. 1. Memory cells ~schematic, not to scale! with integrated silicon-on-
insulator nanowire single-electron transistor and metal–oxide–
semiconductor field-effect transistor: ~a! large-area single-gate structure
~Ref. 5!. ~b! split-gate structure with small memory node.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject toouter gates can also be employed to close the channel, allow-
ing the cell to be deselected in memory array applications.
The samples were fabricated from lightly doped p-type
bonded SOI material which has a thermally grown buried
oxide layer ;40 nm thick and a top silicon layer ;40 nm
thick. The top silicon was implanted uniformly with 35 kV
arsenic to a dose of 831013 cm22, giving a mean n-type
doping level of 1 – 231019 cm23, well above the metal–
insulator transition threshold at cryogenic temperatures. The
MOSFET characteristics were defined by subsequent im-
plantation of dopants into the substrate through the top sili-
con and buried oxide layers. The MOSFET channel doping
was obtained by a uniform double implant of boron ~2
31012 cm22 at 55 kV and 531012 cm22 at 75 kV!. Patterned
optical resist masking was then used to define the heavily
doped n-type source and drain contacts ~75 kV phosphorus,
231015 cm22! and the heavily doped p-type substrate con-
tact ~50 kV boron, 131015 cm22!. The drain–source separa-
tion in all cases was ;8 mm.
The fabrication scheme was similar to that described
elsewhere in detail.5 The SET and MOSFET gate patterns
were written in poly-methyl-methacrylate electron-beam re-
sist, and a CF4 /SiCl4 reactive ion plasma was used to etch
the top silicon as far as the buried oxide. The SET nanowires
defined in this way were 1 mm in length and typically 50 nm
wide, and the separation between the memory node and the
adjacent outer MOSFET gates was ;70 nm. The samples
were then thermally oxidized at atmospheric pressure under
dry oxygen flow at 1000 °C for 15 min in order to thin the
silicon and to passivate the nanowires electrically. The oxi-
dation process consumed approximately 10 nm of silicon at
free surfaces. Contacts were made by using a standard
complementary MOS metallization process. A 500-nm-thick
SiO2 dielectric was sputter deposited and subsequently H2
passivated at atmospheric pressure by annealing for 15 min
at 400 °C in an ambient of forming gas ~5% H2 in N2!.
Sloping-profile contact holes were selectively wet etched
through the SiO2 dielectric, and a Ti/Al0.99Si0.01 /Ti blanket
metallization ~80 nm/500 nm/80 nm! was sputter deposited.
The excess metal was removed by SiCl4 reactive-ion etching,
after which the contacts were sintered for 15 min at 200 °C in
forming gas.
Electrical measurements were carried out using an
HP4156 parameter analyzer. An HP8110A pulse generator
was also employed for pulsed measurements. Measurements
at 4.2 K were principally made with the samples immersed in
liquid helium, while measurements at higher temperatures
were made in an Oxford Instruments continuous-flow cry-
ostat.
Selected device structures prior to oxidation and dielec-
tric deposition are shown in the scanning-electron micro-
graphs of Figs. 2–4. Figure 2 shows the implementation of
the split-gate memory cell configuration, using a MOSFET
of ;8 mm drain–source separation, and Fig. 3 shows the
memory node and nanowire of the same device in more de-
tail. In this case, the memory node has a 1 mm31 mm area,
with a 70 nm separation between the memory node and the
outer gates on either side. Other electrodes, such as the SET
trimming gates, were isolated from the principal MOSFET AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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to optimize the controllability of the MOSFET current by the
memory node. Finally, Fig. 4 shows a memory cell of
memory node size 1 mm370 nm. The length-to-width ratio
of the memory node in this structure permits the combination
of few-electron operation with high MOSFET transconduc-
tance. This device has a memory node area smaller by a
factor of ;3000 than that of the single-gate prototype cell
reported earlier,5 for which a typical voltage variation on the
memory node represents a change in charge equivalent to
;106 electrons. We have used a two-dimensional electro-
static finite-element analysis method in a section across the
memory node, outer gates, and MOSFET channel to calcu-
late the memory-node capacitance. The resulting number of
electrons per volt of memory node potential change is plotted
as a function of split-gate memory node width in Fig. 5. The
parameters of the calculation are chosen to represent the spe-
cific device structures discussed in this work, although for
simplicity purely metallic behavior in the top silicon layer is
FIG. 2. Scanning-electron micrograph of memory cell prior to oxidation.
FIG. 3. Detail of the device displayed in Fig. 2. The memory node area is
1 mm31 mm.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject toassumed. As a best approximation, the memory node and
outer gates are taken to be rectangular in cross section, with
10 nm of silicon removed by oxidation at free surfaces. The
figure shows that the electron population on the ultrasmall
split-gate memory node ~1 mm long, and effectively 50 nm in
width when oxidation is taken into account! changes by ap-
proximately 1000 electrons/V change in potential. The
memory states in this device will therefore differ by roughly
200 electrons for a typical Coulomb gap of 0.2 V, a figure
considerably lower than in classical DRAM devices.7
III. SINGLE-ELECTRON TRANSISTOR
CHARACTERIZATION
The operation of SOI nanowire single-electron transis-
tors has been described elsewhere in detail.6 The SET con-
sists of a highly doped silicon nanowire with adjacent
trimming-gate electrodes. Although the nanowire is nomi-
nally uniform, it is sufficiently small that statistical fluctua-
tions in doping density can create significant inhomogeneity
in the width of the space-charge depletion region at the
FIG. 4. Micrograph of an optimized memory cell with memory node area
1 mm370 nm.
FIG. 5. Electron number per volt on the memory node and memory node
capacitance for a split-gate memory cell, as obtained from a two-
dimensional capacitance model. The model assumes that the gates and in-
version layer channel are metallic in behavior. The gate-to-memory node
separation was taken to be 90 nm and the silicon layer thickness 30 nm, as
is expected for a real device after oxidation. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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nanowire is also of variable width. Nonuniformities in the
wire’s surface structure may contribute further to this inho-
mogeneity. An applied voltage V trim on the SET trimming
gates is used to vary the depletion width in the wire, such
that increasingly negative trimming-gate voltage may lead to
localized necking in the wire’s conductive pathway where
the local dopant density is lowest and/or where the wire is
narrowest. In this case, the wire may be likened to a chain of
essentially metallic islands separated by depletion barriers of
varying width and tunnel resistance. Provided that one or
more of these islands is sufficiently small that the energy
required to add a single electron to that island is at least
comparable with kT, Coulomb blockade may be observed in
the nanowire’s current–voltage characteristics. Figures 6–9
show typical electrical characteristics of a SET at 4.2 K.
Note that this device is fabricated without other memory cell
components, and the nanowire is contacted at both ends to
permit electrical characterization. In all other respects, the
SET is nominally identical to those used in memory cells
described later. In Fig. 6, the nanowire’s current–voltage
(ISET– VSET) characteristic is plotted for a series of
trimming-gate voltages, and an image map of nanowire dif-
FIG. 6. Current–voltage characteristics as a function of trimming-gate volt-
age V trim for a silicon nanowire single electron transistor at 4.2 K. The
device varies between conducting ~positive V trim! and pinched off ~negative
V trim!. At intermediate V trim the conducting pathway is segregated into is-
lands and the device exhibits a zero-current Coulomb gap.
FIG. 7. Image plot of drain–source differential conductance G as a function
of V trim and SET voltage VSET for the device of Fig. 6 at 4.2 K. The black
regions represent Coulomb blockade or pinch-off.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject toferential conductance G for the same device is displayed in
Fig. 7. It can be seen that the conduction characteristics vary
greatly as the trimming-gate voltage is changed. At positive
trimming-gate voltages, the wire’s current varies almost lin-
early with applied voltage. This corresponds to the situation
where the nanowire channel is approximately continuous. As
the gating potential is decreased, the nonlinearity becomes
more pronounced, and a zero-current voltage gap is ob-
served. Subsequent trimming-gate voltage changes widen
this gap until the wire is shut off completely. In Fig. 8 the
SET current is plotted against the trimming-gate voltage at
the fixed SET voltages shown. Complex, reproducible Cou-
lomb oscillations are seen in the current, and are evident also
in the voltage gap variations in Fig. 7. Finally, the nanowire
voltage applied in constant-current mode as a function of
trimming-gate voltage is plotted in Fig. 9 for a range of
nanowire currents. Oscillations are clearly evident in the
measured voltage, indicative of variations in the voltage gap.
However, it should be remembered that stray leakage cur-
rents related to interconnects and external circuitry are non-
negligible—in the picoamp range here—and therefore the
ultralow-current blockade regime cannot be characterized di-
rectly. The complexity of the Coulomb oscillations indicates
that the SET cannot be described as a single-island system,
which would give rise to a single oscillation period. There-
fore the voltage gap observed in the SET characteristics rep-
resents not a single Coulomb gap, but rather the sum of a
FIG. 8. SET current ISET as a function of trimming-gate voltage V trim for
selected SET voltages in the silicon nanowire SET of Fig. 6 at 4.2 K. The
plot shows complex, reproducible Coulomb oscillations.
FIG. 9. SET voltage VSET as a function of trimming-gate V trim for selected
constant SET currents ISET in the silicon nanowire SET of Fig. 6 at 4.2 K.
The fine structure on the curves is reproducible and represents complex
Coulomb oscillations consistent with a highly disordered multiple-tunnel
junction. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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in the nanowire. In addition, depletion in the nanowire
causes an increase in the number of islands with more nega-
tive trimming-gate voltage. The apparent Coulomb gap 2Vc
obtainable from Figs. 6 and 7 therefore cannot yield a real-
istic island capacitance, and the estimation of island size in
our devices is not practical.
IV. FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR
CHARACTERIZATION
The temperature dependence of the operation of
the split-gate MOSFET in a memory cell is shown in
Figs. 10–12. The memory node, which is the central gate of
the MOSFET, is 1 mm31 mm in area. In each case, the SET
trimming-gate voltage is 5 V, under which conditions
the SET is effectively a linear resistance and the central
MOSFET gate voltage Vcentral is therefore only insignifi-
cantly different from the word-line voltage Vws . Figure 10
shows drain–source current Ids as a function of drain–source
voltage Vds for word-line voltage steps between 0 and 5 V at
the temperatures shown. In Fig. 11. Ids is plotted against
Vcentral . In both of these figures, the voltage Vout applied to
the outer gates of the MOSFET is 5 V, with the intention of
creating a continuous inversion layer channel between the
FIG. 10. Double-sweep transistor characteristics for the MOSFET central
gate at the temperatures indicated, showing the effects of carrier freezeout
below 30 K. The central gate voltage Vcentral is stepped between 0 and 5 V in
0.5 V intervals, and the outer gate voltage Vout is maintained at 5 V.
FIG. 11. Transfer characteristic for the central gate of the device of Fig. 10
at the temperatures indicated: Vout55 V.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject toimplanted source and drain regions and the central gate of
the MOSFET. As can be seen in the figures, the central gate
is effective in controlling the MOSFET channel conduc-
tance, indicating that ;70 nm gaps in the split gate are suf-
ficiently small that fringing fields permit the MOSFET chan-
nel to be gated without discontinuity when the gate oxide is
;40 nm thick. It can also be seen from Fig. 11 that a small
variation in memory-node voltage can yield a change in Ids
by several orders of magnitude for a suitably selected oper-
ating range, and that this current change is enhanced at lower
temperatures.
A feature of Fig. 10 is the kink effect exhibited at tem-
peratures below 30 K. This characteristic is commonly seen
in MOSFETs at low temperatures,8 and is due to carrier
freezeout in the bulk region. Under high drain–source volt-
age conditions, the high electric field leads to impact ioniza-
tion, and the holes generated in this way diffuse to the bulk.
At low temperatures, the high bulk contact resistance means
that these holes may accumulate in the bulk region, acting
effectively as a parasitic back gate and reducing the MOS-
FET’s threshold voltage. The result is a greater drain–source
current at high drain–source voltage than would otherwise
be the case. Low temperatures also lead to long carrier trap-
ping and emission times at donor sites, causing space-charge
boundaries, and therefore also the inversion channel width,
to respond slowly to voltage changes. This results in a hys-
teresis of the type observed here when the drain–source volt-
age is swept cyclically. It should be emphasized that the
fabrication of an optimized low-temperature MOSFET is be-
yond the scope of this work. However in the memory data
presented here the memory operation may be readily distin-
guished from any anomalies in the MOSFET behavior.
The operation of the outer gates of the MOSFET is dem-
onstrated further in Fig. 12, which shows the memory node’s
transfer characteristic at a set of values of outer-gate voltage.
We note that the equivalent curve for Vout51 V falls below
the Ids noise limit. For a fixed memory node voltage, the
MOSFET drain–source current Ids is governed by the outer-
gate potential, allowing the cell to be operated in either an
‘‘off’’ or an ‘‘on’’ state. However, it is important to note that
there is a capacitive coupling between the memory node and
the outer gates, and when the device is operated as a memory
cell as described in Sec. V, it is in principle possible to
FIG. 12. Transfer characteristic at 10 K for the central gate of the device of
Figs. 10 and 11 at the values of outer-gate voltage Vout indicated. The plot
illustrates the cell selection property of the outer gates. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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altering the outer-gate voltage.
V. MEMORY CELL OPERATION
The memory effect in split-gate cells at 4.2 K is demon-
strated in Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!, for two cells with memory
node dimensions 1 mm31 mm and 1 mm370 nm, respec-
tively. The figures show the current Ids through the sense
MOSFET at a fixed drain–source voltage Vds as the word-
line voltage Vws is swept cyclically. The SET trimming-gate
voltage V trim is stepped negatively as shown to vary the
nanowire’s conduction characteristic. The MOSFET outer-
gate voltage Vout is fixed at 5 V in these figures to ensure that
there is a continuous, open drain–source channel in the
MOSFET. At the most positive values of SET trimming-gate
voltage, the nanowire is ohmic at all times, and the word line
acts as an orthodox gate contact. At the most negative SET
trimming-gate voltage, the wire is completely pinched off,
isolating the memory node from the word line and prevent-
ing any change in memory-node potential. At intermediate
voltages, the MOSFET current exhibits a clear hysteresis,
with a separation between the sweep-up and sweep-down
curves dependent principally on the extent of the Coulomb
gap 2Vc in the nanowire for each specific biasing condition
~or more correctly on the SET nanowire voltage at the SET
current level required to charge the memory node at the re-
FIG. 13. Memory action in split-gate memory cells at 4.2 K. Memory node
dimensions prior to oxidation are: ~a! 1 mm31 mm and ~b! 1 mm
370 nm, the outer-gate voltage is 5 V and the drain–source voltage is 5 V.
At intermediate values of SET trimming-gate voltage V trim , the SET nano-
wire exhibits a zero-current Coulomb gap of width 2Vc and the memory
node voltage lags the word-line voltage Vws by an amount sufficiently in
excess of 2Vc to permit a suitable memory node charging current, creating
a hysteresis in the MOSFET output current Ids . The variation of the width
of the hysteresis loop arises from changes in the size of the Coulomb gap.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject toquired rate, as outlined below!. However, the precise nature
of the hysteresis cannot be described entirely in terms of a
unique SET voltage, since the hysteresis width varies with
word-line potential for any given sweep rate. This may be
explained by considering the potential of the nanowire rela-
tive to its trimming gates, and relative to any other conduct-
ing component to which it is capacitively coupled. As the
word line is made more positive, the net effect is to gate the
nanowire more negatively. By comparison with Figs. 6–9,
dependent on the range of the word-line voltage sweep, the
nanowire’s current–voltage characteristic will vary continu-
ously, with a trend towards increased Coulomb gap 2Vc with
increasing Vws , and a correspondingly wider hysteresis loop.
Figure 14 shows the hysteresis at 4.2 K in a device of
memory node area 1 mm31 mm during cyclic operation in a
reduced range of word-line voltage Vws . For this device,
variation in the SET characteristics between samples leads to
a different V trim operating range than in results shown else-
where, though the results are qualitatively sample indepen-
dent. The hysteresis is plotted for two different cycle speeds.
Both curves exhibit constant-current regimes at the upper
and lower current extremes, representing the parts of the
cycle where the SET nanowire is in blockade. It can be seen
that the hysteresis has a sweep-period dependence, although
the shape is qualitatively unchanged. This dependence re-
sults from the fact that the charging or discharging rate of the
memory node is a function of the potential drop across the
SET nanowire. The memory-node potential lags the word-
line potential by an amount which depends on the charging
rate; faster sweep rates lead to a greater potential drop across
the nanowire and a wider and flatter hysteresis loop. The
potential difference across the SET VSET is given directly by
the deviation ~in terms of Vws! of the hysteresis loop from the
MOSFET’s standard transfer characteristic under nonhyster-
etic conditions ~as obtained using a positive SET trimming-
gate voltage!. In Fig. 14, the magnitude of VSET is typically
;40 and ;20 mV for the faster and slower sweeps, respec-
tively. We may also calculate the mean current flowing in the
SET nanowire during the sweeps using the MOSFET trans-
conductance ~;11 mS! and the calculated memory-node ca-
FIG. 14. Hysteresis loop at 4.2 K in a cell of memory node dimensions
1 mm31 mm, with cycle period 60 s ~solid line! and 320 s ~dashed line!.
V trim525 V. The plateau regions in Ids indicate where the SET nanowire is
biased within the Coulomb gap. The steps in the hystersis loop are produced
by Coulomb oscillations in the SET. Faster cycle speeds require the SET to
be biased such that the charging current is high, hence the wider hysteresis
loop. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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10218 A range for the slower sweep and close to 10217 A for
the faster sweep, although the current is sharply peaked at
the ‘‘rise’’ part of the hysteresis steps. These current levels
are well below our current measurement sensitivity limits
(;10212 A!, and therefore indicate an apparent Coulomb
gap smaller than would be obtained if the nanowire current
could be measured directly. The Coulomb gap therefore can
only be defined in the memory cells in terms of a threshold
current value, and the effective Coulomb gap is a function of
the measurement procedure.
A further notable feature in Figs. 13 and 14 is the series
of abrupt current changes or steps in the hysteresis curve.
The trend of the hysteresis loop to broaden as Vws increases
was attributed earlier to the progressive increase in the SET
nanowire’s Coulomb gap, so it seems reasonable to suggest
that the steps in the hysteresis may be connected with fine
oscillations in the Coulomb gap, of the type seen in Fig. 8. In
parts of the sweep where the Coulomb gap is progressively
decreasing, the memory node voltage would vary more rap-
idly than Vws , giving a sharp rise in output current. Where it
is increasing, a plateau would be observed. If the observed
phenomena are due to Coulomb oscillations, it would be ex-
pected that the SET trimming-gate voltage should have a
very strong influence on the position of the hysteresis steps,
and specifically that the steps should change position in
terms of Vws if the SET trimming-gate voltage is varied.
Image maps of the transconductance G of the sweep-up part
of a series of hysteresis loops are plotted as a function of
word-line voltage Vws and SET trimming-gate voltage V trim
in Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!, for 1 mm31mm and 1 mm
370 nm memory node devices, respectively. The lighter
lines represent sharp increases in the MOSFET current, and
therefore in the memory node potential, and the darker re-
gions in between indicate relatively slow charging ranges.
The black areas at the lower left show the bias conditions
under which the SET nanowire is in blockade, while those at
the lower right represent nanowire pinch-off. The relatively
uniform gray areas at the top of the maps indicate roughly
constant transconductance in the regime where the nanowires
tend toward linear conduction. The hysteresis loop steps are
represented by the light and dark bands, and as expected,
their position in Vws varies approximately linearly with the
SET trimming-gate voltage V trim . Since we assume that each
band represents an isogram along which the nanowire char-
acteristics are identical, we may assume also that the poten-
tial drop across the nanowire is constant and therefore that
the slopes of the plots indicate the change in SET trimming-
gate bias required to maintain a constant potential difference
between the conducting island or islands in the wire and the
wire electrodes. The gradient of the bands is therefore a di-
rect measure of the capacitive coupling between the SET
trimming gate and the island. In Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!, the
gradient dV trim /dVws is similar for all of the hysteresis steps
and is equal to ;2.0 and ;1.8 for the small and large
memory node devices, respectively. Furthermore, the corre-
sponding data for the sweep-down part of the hysteresis
cycles give the same results. By contrast, the hysteresis loop
steps depend only very weakly on the MOSFET terminalDownloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject tovoltages; dVds /dVws and dVout /dVws are ;100 or more for
both memory node geometries. The high capacitive link be-
tween the steps and the SET trimming gates is consistent
with a link between the steps and the SET, and gives direct
evidence that the hysteresis loop steps arise from Coulomb
oscillations.
The speed of operation is a critical parameter in a prac-
tical memory cell. Figure 16 shows pulsed operation of a cell
with a 1 mm31 mm memory node for a range of write pulse
widths from 1 ms to 10 ns. In this measurement, the word
line is held at a steady-state ‘‘read’’ voltage V read upon
which is superimposed alternating ‘‘write-zero’’ and ‘‘write-
one’’ pulses of voltage level Vwrite0 and Vwrite1 , respectively,
where Vwrite0,V read,Vwrite1 , and of duration twrite0 and
twrite1 , respectively. The MOSFET drain–source voltage Vds
is held at a constant 5 V. The write pulse widths are shorter
than the MOSFET current sampling interval, and the plots
represent the MOSFET current Ids during the successive 25-
ms-long ‘‘read’’ intervals. The cell operation is essentially
the same as a hysteresis sweep in the interval Vwrite0,Vws
,Vwrite1 , and consequently for any given intermediate volt-
FIG. 15. Image maps of differential cell transconductance G at 4.2 K ob-
tained from a series of hysteresis loops in devices of preoxidation memory
node dimensions: ~a! 1 mm31 mm and ~b! 1 mm370 nm, as a function of
SET trimming-gate voltage V trim . G is obtained from the slope of the
sweepup ~increasing Vws! part of the Ids /Vws hystereses only, and the SET
trimming-gate voltage V trim is varied between the limits indicated in incre-
ments of 225 mV. The bright and dark bands indicate steps in the hysteresis
loop, and their position in terms of Vws varies strongly and linearly with
V trim . AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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values of the cell output Ids , provided that the charging time
of the memory node is not small compared with the ‘‘write’’
pulse widths. With twrite0 fixed at 1 ms, twrite1 was varied, and
it can be seen in Fig. 16 that even at twrite1510 ns the
memory node charging rate is sufficient for the memory
states to be clearly resolved in the two values of Ids . The
biasing conditions in Fig. 16 differ from those in the hyster-
etic regime of Fig. 13~a! principally because it is a different
sample, and the localized variations in pinch-off voltage in
the nanowire which produce the Coulomb blockade effect
are determined by random and/or uncontrolled variations in
the wire’s structure, and blockade characteristics may be ob-
served in these devices even for V trim>0 if localized sections
of the wire are depleted. As a consequence, the sample of
Fig. 16 requires a more positive trimming-gate voltage V trim
than that of Fig. 13~a! to produce a comparable effect. Fur-
thermore, in a real memory cell at any nonzero SET voltage,
the memory-node leakage current will not be strictly zero,
and excess memory-node charge would be expected to decay
with time. As a result, for a given V trim , a memory effect
may be observable only for faster cycle speeds. Thus, even if
two measurements were from the same device, the fast,
pulsed cycle of Fig. 16 would show a memory effect in a
more positive range of V trim ~or alternatively in a more nega-
tive range of Vws! than would the slow hysteresis of Fig.
13~a!.
The performance shown in Fig. 16 at twrite1510 ns is
consistent with a simple time constant estimate given a
memory node capacitance of order 1 fF and a nanowire re-
sistance of order 1 M V. It is seen in Fig. 16 that the sepa-
ration between the two memory states after any initial re-
sidual transient is more or less independent of the ‘‘write-
one’’ pulse width, in contrast to the clear sweep-rate
dependence of the hysteresis curves in Fig. 14. This is be-
cause there is a fundamental difference between the two
measurements. During a swept measurement such as those in
Fig. 14, the SET nanowire maintains an equilibrium, drawing
just enough charging current to maintain the necessary volt-
age drop between the word line and the memory node. Hence
FIG. 16. Pulsed operation speed for a cell of 1 mm31 mm memory node
size at 4.2 K. The MOSFET drain–source current Ids is measured over time
at a constant drain–source voltage Vds of 5 V. The steady-state word-line
‘‘read’’ voltage is 1.35 V, upon which is superimposed alternating ‘‘write
1’’ and ‘‘write 0’’ square pulses of voltage level Vwrite151.95 V and
Vwrite050.85 V, respectively. The ‘‘write 0’’ pulse width twrite0 was main-
tained at 1 ms, while the ‘‘write 1’’ pulse width twrite1 was varied as shown.
V trim50 V, Vout55 V.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject tothe SET current and the hysteresis width are both defined by
the word-line voltage sweep rate and the memory-node ca-
pacitance. During a pulsed measurement, the SET is
switched discontinuously between high- and low-current
voltage ranges ~here >0.1 mA and <0.1 pA, respectively! in
a nonequilibrium manner. To ‘‘write’’ to the memory cell,
the SET is pulsed well out of ‘‘blockade.’’ This may lead
very rapidly to the storage of an amount of charge signifi-
cantly higher than the memory node can retain under the
subsequent ‘‘read’’ conditions. The start of the read period
will then be accompanied by a discharging transient, as seen
in Fig. 16, before reaching a quasisteady state. Since the rate
of change of memory-node voltage with time is proportional
to the SET current, and therefore varies sharply with SET
voltage, the initial rate of memory-node discharge at the start
of the read period may be rapid. Assuming that the nanowire
current varies continuously with voltage across many de-
cades, the read period is likely to be dominated by discharg-
ing with a time constant of order of the read duration, irre-
spective of whether the write-period charging has reached
saturation. As measured, the form of the read-period
MOSFET current output will therefore be effectively inde-
pendent of write pulse width. The absence of a strong depen-
dence of memory state separation on write time in Fig. 16
demonstrates that for the pulse widths used here, the pulsing
operation satisfies this condition, although it may be mar-
ginal in the case of the 10-ns-wide write1 pulse.
It is significant to note that the ratio of retention time to
write time determined from Fig. 16 is greater than 106. This
value arises directly from the strong nonlinearity between
current and voltage in the silicon nanowire. Nanowire SETs
in isolation exhibit Coulomb blockade behavior, including
Coulomb oscillations at nanowire current levels in the nA
range ~Fig. 8!, more than 3 orders of magnitude above the
sub-pA range in which the nanowire is biased during the
read period of Fig. 16. In addition, steps in memory-node
hysteresis measurements have been attributed to Coulomb
oscillation effects. It is therefore reasonable to propose that
the high-speed memory effect shown in Fig. 16 is predomi-
nantly due to Coulomb blockade.
The dependence of the memory effect on operating tem-
perature is illustrated in Fig. 17, in which the hysteresis in a
cell of memory node size 1 mm31 mm is plotted as a func-
tion of temperature. As the temperature increases, the hyster-
etic part of the curve shifts to higher Vws , a dependence
which may be explained by a temperature-dependent in-
crease in the free carrier concentration in the material and/or
an increase in thermally activated conduction across deple-
tion barriers in the wire. The other notable feature is the
disappearance of the current steps in the hysteresis loop at
temperatures above 45 K. It seems likely that this tempera-
ture is the threshold above which Coulomb blockade effects
cease to be significant in this particular device. Hysteresis at
higher temperatures would therefore be due only to slow
charging and discharging of the memory node. This is a rea-
sonable proposition since the nanowire may still be effec-
tively pinched off by the electric field of the SET trimming
gates at the higher temperatures, even in the absence of Cou-
lomb blockade effects. This conclusion is supported by the AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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serve a constant-Ids regime at the low-Vws end of short-range
hystereses such as those in Fig. 14. It should be noted that in
the case of a linearly conducting, high-resistance nanowire,
the memory node charging time would be comparable to the
retention time. Coulomb blockade is therefore a necessary
requirement for a useful memory cell of the type we describe
here.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated the operation of an integrated
SET-MOSFET memory gain cell in which the memory states
are represented by MOSFET current output levels corre-
sponding to a difference of a few hundred electrons on the
memory node. Single-electron charging effects are visible in
the output hysteresis. The fabrication scheme is fully com-
patible with current silicon-based memory chip technologies.
A suitable scheme for cell selection in an array of cells of
this type has been published elsewhere.9 The Coulomb
blockade memory effect persists to 45 K and the cell can be
operated with voltages of less than 5 V. The principal advan-
tage of Coulomb blockade in few-electron memory applica-
tions is that it gives the potential to control few-electron
populations with single-electron precision, provided that the
charging energy per electron of the memory node ~given by
e2/C , where C is the memory node capacitance! is large
compared with the thermal energy kT. Under such condi-
tions, each tunneling event onto the memory node will
strongly inhibit the probability of further carrier transfer.
However in the present devices, which operate using differ-
ences of hundreds of electrons and have a memory-node
charging energy smaller than kT, single-electron precision is
neither achieved nor necessary. Memory operation in this
case is dependent on the SET current–voltage nonlinearity,
and in an idealized Coulomb blockade device, the ‘‘off’’
current can be zero. SETs are therefore uniquely suitable for
the storage of small charges.
The node capacitance, and therefore its electron popula-
tion, is determined by the geometry of the cell, and the cell’s
FIG. 17. Temperature dependence of a memory hysteresis loop for a cell of
1 mm31 mm memory node size, showing the disappearance of the step
features above approximately 45 K. Vds52 V, V trim50 V, Vout55 V.Downloaded 24 Oct 2005 to 129.169.10.56. Redistribution subject towrite time to retention time ratio is essentially determined by
the SET’s current–voltage characteristic. Hence the memory
node capacitance is the principal quantity defining the per-
formance of the memory cell. A small node capacitance im-
plies a rapid write speed, and the 10 ns pulsed operation and
long retention times demonstrated in Fig. 16 are comparable
with practical DRAMs.
Several cell design considerations are apparent. The ex-
cess electron number on the memory node and the cell’s
current output both depend approximately linearly on the
memory node length, and this length may be minimized as
far as can be tolerated by the external sense circuitry. The
electron number also depends on the memory node capaci-
tance, and this is reduced for a thicker gate oxide, which
would also permit a wider separation between the memory
node and the MOSFET outer gates. However, the MOSFET
transconductance is greatly enhanced by decreasing the ox-
ide thickness, and there should be a tradeoff in performance
between few-electron operation and high output sensitivity.
To permit high sensitivity while avoiding unnecessarily high
lithography demands, the design may be modified such that
the memory node forms an orthodox MOSFET with a short
gate length, eliminating the need for a split gate. In such a
cell, the ‘‘select’’ function of the outer gates in the present
design may be performed by a pass transistor in series with
the memory node MOSFET, such that the gap between the
memory node and the pass transistor is bridged by a noncon-
tacted MOSFET drain/source implant, at minimal cost in
terms of cell size.
Since this design of memory cell utilizes Coulomb
blockade as a means of charge retention, it is potentially
suitable for scaling to the single electron limit. However, to
be practical, it must have the potential to perform at least as
well as standard DRAM at room temperature or at least 77
K. A theoretical analysis of the performance of the present
type of memory structure has been published elsewhere.10 To
be competitive in terms of power dissipation, the cell re-
quires a memory refresh rate similar to DRAM, and therefore
a retention time of at least ;1 s is needed. The memory cell
studied here satisfies this requirement at 4.2 K, but retention
time decreases very sharply with increasing temperature.
However, the write time, memory retention time and the
threshold voltage difference between memory states are all
determined by the SET’s current–voltage characteristics.
The cell may therefore be improved by the use of an en-
hanced SET. The operating temperature depends principally
on the SET island size, which in the present design may
perhaps be improved by reducing the nanowire’s width and
increasing its doping level correspondingly. Alternatively, a
different type of SET may be used. Coulomb blockade ef-
fects have been observed at room temperature in granular
silicon SETs,11 and the present limitations of nanoscale li-
thography are technological rather than fundamental.
The complexity of our cell can be reduced if the SET
characteristics can be controlled with sufficient reproducibly
that the SET trimming gates may be omitted, allowing the
device to operate with only four terminals. Given that no
storage capacitor is necessary, the cell is in principle signifi-
cantly smaller than classical DRAM. One further issue to AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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sented here are within 65 V, somewhat higher than in con-
ventional DRAM, and therefore indicative of power dissipa-
tion and compatibility problems. However, these voltages are
necessary as a result of SET variations ~which may in prin-
ciple be overcome! and the kink effect in our MOSFETs.
With a suitable low-temperature MOSFET, the drain–source
voltage may be small, and the word-line voltage may be
varied in and around the MOSFET subthreshold regime, per-
mitting orders of magnitude difference between ‘‘1’’ and
‘‘0’’ state output current levels.10 Thus the maximum volt-
ages applied to the cell may be little more than the Coulomb
gap width. Assuming that the SET operating temperature is-
sue can be solved, the present cell design has the potential
for write times, retention times, and power dissipation at
least comparable with classical DRAM cells, and with scal-
ability well beyond the present limits.
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